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Economic Update
The outlook for the U.S. economy brightened as The Conference Board
released data showing that the Leading Economic Index rose for the 9th
straight month in March. The gauge was up 0.4% for the month after a
1.0% increase in February, and continues to be at an all-time historical
high. Ken Goldstein, economist at The Conference Board, said “U.S. LEI
continues to point to sustained economic growth through year end.” He
added, though “global disruptions including unrest in the Middle East,
rising oil prices, and the Japan earthquake may have repercussions.”
First-time filings for unemployment claims declined 13,000 in the most
recent week to 403,000, according to the Labor Department. The drop
was smaller than most economists expected, but it is still a step in the
right direction and the employment picture seems to be in an extended
period of gradual improvement. The 4-week moving average of initial
claims edged up to 399,000 holding the line just below the key 400,000
threshold. In addition to the decline in initial claims, the number of
Americans filing for ongoing claims for unemployment benefits dropped
7,000 to 3,695,000 in the week ended April 9th.
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The Federal Housing Finance Agency reported that U.S. home prices fell
5.7% in February from a year earlier as distressed properties weighed
down values. The share of homes sold in March that were distressed
properties – foreclosures or short sales – edged up to 40% from 39% in
February, according to the National Association of Realtors. The group
also reported that the median U.S. price for a previously owned home
rose in March to $156,900, up from a nine-year low of $156,100 in
February. The March median price was down 5.9% from the previous
year, the biggest year- over-year decline since October 2009.
U.S. crude oil supplies unexpectedly fell 2.32 million barrels to 357
million last week, according to the Energy Department’s weekly report.
This was the first drop since February and helped push crude prices
above $112 per barrel. The weakening U.S. currency also helped push
commodities higher. The Dollar Index, which tracks the greenback
versus a basket of the currencies of six major U.S. trading partners,
dropped to an intraday low of 73.73, the lowest level since August 2008.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.

*Core CPI excludes energy and food prices from the calculation of the Consumer Price Index
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Bond Market Update
For the second straight week, U.S. Treasuries gained on speculation the
U.S. economic recovery may lose momentum amid weaker than
expected market reports. Demand for safe-haven U.S. government debt
also strengthened on worries the euro zone sovereign debt crisis is
deepening. The cost to hedge a default on Portugal’s government debt
hit a record high, with yields on government debt in Portugal and Greece
continuing to rise. Friday’s Treasury Inflation Protected Securities
auction, the largest ever, drew a yield of negative 0.180%, as investors
paid a premium to own protection against inflation. The auction’s bid-tocover ratio, which gauges demand, came in at 2.57, markedly lower than
levels seen in the previous two auctions. Meanwhile, a warning Monday
from Standard & Poor’s about the U.S. government's mounting debt
intensified political divisions in Washington about how to best tackle the
growing budget deficit. The report questioned whether the White House
and Republicans would be able to reach an agreement before the 2012
presidential elections on a plan to reduce the deficit. “The sign of
political gridlock was a key determinant in our outlook change,” said John
Chambers, Chairman of the sovereign ratings committee at S&P.
Although highly unlikely, a ratings cut will likely lead to higher borrowing
costs and yields for government debt, which would then spill-over into
increased credit costs in all areas of the economy.
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Stock Market Update
Stocks rallied to end the week higher after selling off early in the week on
news that S&P decreased the outlook on U.S. government debt from
stable to negative. Investors reacted to the news sending stocks 1.10%
lower. However, later in the week, strong earnings reports overcame
disappointing economic reports to send stocks higher. The Dow Jones
Industrial Average closed at 12,503.26, 161.43 points, or 1.31% higher
this week while the broader S&P 500 gained 1.34% to end the week at
1,337.34. The technology-heavy NASDAQ Composite gained 2.01%.
Stocks were lifted mid-week by a strong earnings report from Apple Inc.
(AAPL), which posted a 95% increase in second-quarter profit and record
iPhone sales; however, sales of the newly launched iPad were weak, but
mainly to supply constraints. Shares in Apple gained 7.09% this week.
In a sign of continued improvement, a number of regional banks reported
strong first-quarter earnings results, according to the Wall Street Journal.
PNC Financial (PNC), Fifth Third Bancorp (FITB), BB&T Corp (BBT), and
SunTrust Banks Inc. (STI) all reported quarterly earnings that exceeded
Wall Street expectations. While pressure from weak mortgages and
reduced fee income continued to weigh on results, each bank reported
growth from commercial and industrial loans.
JPMorgan Chase & Co (JPM) and Bank of America (BAC) also
announced earnings this week. JP Morgan announced EPS of $1.28 a
share, beating Wall Street expectations by $0.12, while Bank of America
disappointed Wall Street with EPS of $0.17 a share - an $0.11 shortfall.
On Wednesday, the first anniversary of the Deepwater Horizon disaster
and subsequent oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, BP PLC (BP) announced
lawsuits against Halliburton Co. for “misconduct,” Transocean Ltd. (RIG)
the rig’s owner and operator, and Cameron International (CAM) for failure
of its blowout preventer. BP seeks to recover a substantial portion of the
costs of the disaster from these three companies.
Issue
Dow Jones

4.14.11
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Change

12,341.83

12,505.99

1.33%

S&P 500

1,319.68

1,337.38

1.34%

NASDAQ

2,764.65

2,820.16

2.01%

604.57

617.07

2.07%

Russell 1000 Growth
S&P MidCap 400

982.57

995.16

1.28%

Russell 2000

834.25

845.23

1.32%

MSCI EAFE

1,724.81

1,737.57

0.74%

MSCI EM

1,182.21

1,194.99

1.08%

175.74

177.13

0.79%

MSCI Small Cap

Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital
International, The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch.
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Alternative Investments Market Update
As the dollar continues to weaken and debt concerns increase demand
for an alternative investment, gold rose to a record for the fifth straight
session, settling above $1,500 an ounce for the first time. This precious
metal has been on a tear since last week and with the move by Standard
& Poor’s Ratings Services, which revised its outlook for U.S. debt to
negative, and the dollar reaching its lowest level since August 2008,
investors are turning to the metal as an alternative to currencies. Gold
closed the week at $1,505.90 an ounce, up $16.40 or 1.31% this week.
The weakening of the dollar also saw copper end the week at 440.20 a
pound, up 3.18%.
Crude oil ended the week at $112.22, up $2.83 or 2.59%. Experts credit
its gain to a combination of a strong euro and the Energy Information
Administration reporting a surprise decline in U.S. inventories. U.S. crude
oil supplies fell 2.32 million barrels to 357 million last week, the first drop
since February, the Energy Department noted in a weekly report.
Gasoline stockpiles dropped 1.58 million barrels to 208.1 million, the
lowest level since November, the report showed. In related oil news, on
Thursday President Barrack Obama stated that an investigation would
take place to explore whether oil and gasoline prices are being driven
higher by illegal manipulation - including the role of traders and
speculators.
In a recent survey of 313 hedge fund managers, more than half showed
confidence that investment opportunities will improve in 2011 as the
global economy recovers. A year ago the outlook was far less optimistic
with almost 70% of the surveyed managers saying they were braced for
a trying year. According to Reuters, these hedge funds see significant
changes ahead, noting that one of the biggest will be the role that
pensions funds, endowments and other institutional investors play in
allocating money and forcing concessions from managers. The hedge
fund industry currently manages $2.02 trillion, according to data from
Hedge Fund Research.
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1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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MainStreet Advisors performance results reflect time-weighted rates of returns based upon MainStreet Advisors proprietary trading
strategies. Performance results reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings as well as the deduction of management and
transaction fees. Performance does not reflect additional fees charged by institutions MainStreet Advisors provides investment services.
In some cases, performance reflects the quarterly rebalancing of assets based upon MainStreet Advisors Tactical Asset Allocation
Models.
Past performance may not be indicative of future results, and the performance of a specific individual account may vary substantially from
performance presented herein. Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance will be profitable or
equal the performance results reflected herein. In calculating account performance, MainStreet Advisors has relied upon information
provided by various sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed. All past recommendations are available upon
request. Investments in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.
Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be
profitable. MainStreet Advisors investment strategies may involve portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the next after-tax gain
experienced by an individual client.
MainStreet Advisors displays its performance results in addition to the market index that it believes represents a similar strategy in terms of
asset allocation (stocks, bonds), generally accepted investment objectives (growth, income, or balanced), style benchmarks (growth,
value, or core), geographic allocations (US, Foreign, or Global), sector allocation potential, and cap size objective (small cap, mid cap, or
large cap). The index is shown in order for clients to make a comparison of performance for the designated time period. However, the
indices shown above may not completely reflect the risk or volatility of the overall market or of the risk taken by the MainStreet Advisors
program. The indices shown are not intended to be an absolute benchmark for the MainStreet Advisors program due to the fact that
clients may not be able to duplicate exact holdings in the indices shown. MainStreet Advisors programs may reallocate some or all assets
in the program to cash in response to market conditions, and MainStreet Advisors programs utilize a flexible management strategy with
regard to equity selection, cap size, style, and asset allocation. It should be noted that market indices are always fully invested and
holdings are limited to the index charter. The market index used for comparison is an unmanaged index and is a common measure of
performance of the relevant stock markets. They are not available for direct investment.
Any investments purchased or sold are not deposit accounts and are not endorsed by or insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC), are not obligations of the Bank, are not guaranteed by the Bank or any other entity, and involve investment risk,
including possible loss of principal. MainStreet Advisors and Bank are independently owned and operated. MainStreet Advisors is an
SEC registered investment advisor. Form ADV Part II is available upon request.
120 North LaSalle Street, 37th Floor
Chicago, Illinois 60602
312.223.0270 direct
312.223.0276 fax
www.mainstreetadv.com

